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Intersections in Winona pose hazards
By NATHAN STEINER
News Reporter
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Top stories from the seven
Minnesota state universities

Mankato:
Residents of Mankato voted
on a referendum Tuesday that
could increase the city's sales tax
by half a cent. The proposed tax
increase would help finance
Riverfront 2000, a project to add a
civic center and multipurpose
arena to Mankato State University. The project would move
Mankato State into Division I, the
same division as St. Cloud State
University and the University of
Minnesota.
The community petitioned
that the proposal go to referendum. Without doing so, the sales
tax would have automatically
have gone into effect. The project
is being endorsed by the Minnesota State University System
(MSUS), Inter-faculty, the
Mankato State faculty administration, the university student
association, and the Reporter, the
university's student newspaper.

St. Cloud:
Approximately 200 students
attended the Oct. 15 rally protesting racial injustice at St. Cloud
State University. Twenty students, called Students of the
Struggle, carried banners and
signs in response to racial related
incidents that have occurred at
the university since this fall. The
20 students demanded that the
university meet seven requirements or they will transferrer.

Stu ent
Senate
this week
Winona State University student senate will be voting on the
condom resolution proposed by
IRHC. The resolution would allow
condom machines in the residence
halls.
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The fatal accident at the intersection of Huff and Sarnia St. which killed
passenger Julia Swartling on Oct. 13 once again illustrates the hazards of
the sometimes confusing Winona intersections.
Of the approximately 300 intersections in Winona, the latest fatality
brings the number of accidents to 1,661 since Oct. 1, 1989. It was the first
vehicle fatality since 1989.
Huff St. has been the scene of 98 accidents in the past two years while
the intersection at Sarnia and Huff, a four way stop, saw 21 accidents.
City Clerk Jim Pomeroy said traffic lights or signals at the intersection
have not been brought up at any of the council meetings, but is open for
discussion.
He said lights "...can be very costly, in the thousands of dollars due to
electrical hook-ups."
Though all intersections can be a hazard, most Winona intersections are
uncontrolled by traffic signs or lights, increasing the danger.
Eric Haas, senior mass communications major, said "Uncontrolled
intersections in Winona are absolutely ludicrous." He added, "The city
needs to take a close look at the traffic situation."
Haas's car was hit two years ago, totaling its value, as he crossed the
intersection of Sanborn and Washington, the present site of Stark Hall.

,

See Intersection, page 2.

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Whonan Staff
Traffic gets congested at Huff and Sarnia during the 3 p.m. rush hour.

Race relations at St. Cloud State tense
The Winonan is running this article as a prelude to future articles intended to evaluate race relations at WSU
BY AMY BECKER
Managing editor
St. Cloud Reporter

About 40 St. Cloud State (SCS)
students demonstrated for racial
equality on campus Tuesday morning,
coming together with prayers,
speeches and chants like "fight the
power."
The rally began at 10:30 a.m., with
the protesters gathering between the
Performing Arts Center and Atwood.
Several members spoke form the
Council of African-American Students, the group that organized the
protest. About 20 students held banners or signs, many of which were
written on the back of outdated posters
advertising American Indian Awareness Week and La Causa Y La

Esperanza.
"I'm sorry to break the news to
you St. Cloud, but you've got a
problem," said SCS sophomore Kristy
Collier.
"Some students have been the
victims of racism and discrimination
on the part of SCS, the community
and the police department," said
Regina Henderson, SCS junior. "This
leaves some with no recourse but to
transfer to another academic institution where they will be treated fairly."
The protesters call themselves
Students of the Struggle in St. Cloud
and made seven demands of the SCS
administration.
Faculty members like Tamrat
Tademe and Luke Tripp spoke, along
with representative from organizations like, the Women's Center and

the Mexican American Student Association. Walter Ochoa, Mexican
American Student Association president, was one of the speakers.
Ochoa moved to Litchfield more
than a decade ago. "Litchfield got
used to me. Minnesotans don't know
it but they are racist," he said.
Many administrators and faculty
members were spectators at the rally.
SCS president Brendan McDonanld
attended and accepted an offer to
address the crowd. The decision to let,
him speak was debated momentarily
among the Students of the Struggle in
St. Cloud. 'This is his time to sit
down and get an education,"
Henderson said, so McDonald spoke
near the end of the rally.
"This is not the most comfortable
situation I've been in," McDonald said

to preface his speech, "But I've tried
to listen closely."
"This is an impressive movement.
I hope I will be able to sit down with
some students and talk about this,"
McDonald said. "We must eradicate
racism. It will not be simple."
McDonald elaborated on his re-'
action to the protest in an interview
Wednesday. "We hope the community will work with us on this project.
It is important that the university
move toward greater diversity and
the city of St. Cloud respond equally
to that." He said he plans to meet
with interested students in St. Cloud.
Some protesters reinforced their

See Tension, page 3.

Change coming for Streamers night club
By ANDY THANGASANIY
News Reporter

Recently WSU's only non alcoholic dance party bar, Streamers, had their
winter quarter budget come up for review with the Activity Fee Distribution
Committee (AFDC), which funds them.
Steamers doesn't normally get a big turnout on the nights it operates
(Friday and Saturday) and there was talk of cutting their budget drastically.
Almost all the clubs on campus are funded by the Student Activity Fund
Commitee (SAFC). Funding by the SAFC allows the student senate to have
direct control over the clubs. Whereas funding by the AFDC which has
students other than senators on its board, allows clubs to bypass the student
senate.
However the SAFC car not handle requests for more than $1200, in which
case it is directed to the AFDC.
Last year Streamers recieved approximately $9000 and it recieved $3000
for the present fall quarter.

Additionally Streamers had a controversy on their hands last year when
it was found their president, Jeanet Williams, was not a WSU student.
With a failing turnout, Streamers president Margie Jackson, junior
Physchology major, said, "I'm hoping for $1000 (for the winter quarter).
The AFDC deliberated today on whether to transfer Streamers to the SAFC
which would mean a dramatic cut in funding, and decided to give Streamers
two more weeks to come up with a budget proposal. Joe Reed, advisor to
Steamers, said, "They need to do something to draw some of the students
back. PR is going to have to do a little better job."
Jeremy Deysach, freshman special education major who is a student
senator and a member of Streamers, acknowledged the shortfall in advertising.
"We are going to be doing a whole new ad campaign," she said.
Streamers is right now in the process of altering its image in the hopes of
raising student turnout.

See Streamers, page 3.

Good Morning America

Senate Majority Leader Roger
Moe will be on campus to here
student concerns. All students are
welcome to meet with him from
12:30 to 1:15 p.m., Wednesday,
Oct. 23 in the Purple Rooms.
Terrence
Chancellor
McTaggart will meet with students from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 24 in the purple
rooms. All students are welcome
and encouraged to attend.
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Parent's Day is this weekend.
A full day of festivities are planned
for Saturday, Oct. 26. For more
information, please contact the
student senate or the Student Affairs office.
The student senate needs one
male and one female to serve on
the newly created Women's Issues
Committee. If interested, please
leave your name, address and
phone number in the student senate office.
If you would like your name
included in this year's all campus
phone book, please enter your
local address and phone number
on line 699 of your PDF form at
preregistration this week.
Congressman Tim Penny's office is now accepting applications
for internships in his Washington
office. If you have any questions
or want additional information,
please call (202) 225-2472.

Rob Slcionar/WInonan Staff

Former Minnesota gubernatorial candidate John Grunseth and his wife Vicki spoke with reporters after taping an interview for the ABC
program Good Morning America. Grunseth, who was forced to drop out of the 1990 gubernatorial race due to sexual allegations,
spoke Wednesday in St. Charles about the Senate Judiciary hearings on Judge Clarence Thomas.

Dorms
get new
phone
system
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

For years, the Winona State
University residence hall phone
system has been inconvebuent to
all.
733 rooms were forced to share
56 phone lines, meaning if 56 of
those 733 pi ones were in use, and
a 57th person tried to make a call,
the line would be busy, There were
no guarantees of being able to
make a phone call.
Not anymore.
After trying to get funding for
over a year, the phone system at
WSU will be changed over to the
US West Centron system, meaning
that there will be no more tied up
and busy phone lines.
"It's going to be a far better
service," Joarme Rosczyk, Director
of Telecommunications at WSU,
said. "Before, 733 rooms had to
share 56 phone lines, now the
will be 733 new lines connected.
That's a lot better service."
The change started on Monday
at Prentiss-Lucas Hall, Sheehan
on Tuesday, and will occur today
at Morey-Shepard and tomorrow
at Conway and Richards halls.
Each ind ivid ual phone I ine will
only be disconnected for approximately 3-5 minutes, but with the
number of lines being changed,
the entire process will take several
hours each day.
According to Rosczyk, each individual line will cost $21.75,
bringing a total cost of $15,94275
for the changeover.
The phone system has already
been installed on the St. Teresa
Campus in Lourdes Hall, and will
be connected to the other residence
halls.
"The kids the last couple of
years had to pay to get phone
service installed at Lourdes Hall,"
Roscyk said. "This way, the kids
don't have to pay for it."
Rosczyk also said that another
reason for connecting Lourdes
Hall phones to the main campus
was to get the students over there
more in touch and involved.
According to Rosczyk, her department had been working to get
this phone service for over a year.
"For the last three or four years,
we knew that Stark Hall was going to be built and that we were
going to get a new residence hall,"
she said. "We knew that with this,
we were going to need a new
phone service, so about a year ago,
we came up with this."
She also said that John Kane,
vice president of student affairs,
was instrumental in getting the
funding for the new service.
"Dr. Kane helped put the
money together to get this new
service. He knew how important
it was to get it," Rosczyk said.
With the new service, residents
will now have to dial '9' to make a
phone call off campus, and that a
new prefix of 453 will be used for
the first time in Winona.
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Senate cleans up

Intersection
Continued from page 1.

By JULIE KENT
News Reporter

Brian Basham/W1nonan Staff
Jim Hudson, junior social science major, and Jennifer O'Connell, sophomore
marketing major, collect Junk form the shoulder of 1-90 last Saturday morning.

Motorists traveling along Minnesota's highways will often see
blue Adopt- A- Highway signs. These signs note certain groups
or organizations who are responsible for the clean up of designated
areas along the interstate.
Winona State Student Senate joined the Adopt- A- Highway
program last year as a way to promote the student senate and
campus as well as helping out the community.
Three times a year the student senate is responsible for patrolling a two mile area between the junction of Highway 43 and
Interstate 90 towards La Crosse. Students on the Public Relations
Committee of the senate went out last week to clean up the area.
The senators walked through mud and snow picking up any
garbage they could find along the interstate. Public Relations
Chair Jennifer O'Connell said that the highway was relatively
clean. The senators did pick up pieces of glass, tire parts, pieces
of wood and aluminum cans which were all put in separate bags
to be recycled later.
"Doing this gives us a chance to go out and do something good
for others and helps protect the environment," said O'Connell. "I
think if we are advocating recycling we should be doing something about it," she added.
Freshman senator Peggy Gensler said that she is glad that she
helped. "It's a good cause plus it's a chance to get to know people
on the senate that I might not get a chance to talk to in regular
meetings."

The view was hampered by cars
parked too close to the intersection,
a result of a lack of parking spots on
university lots which forces driver's
to scramble to occupy any open space
possible, Haas said
Haas said stop signs are necessary
to keep the accident-rate down.
Haas's experience is typical of
victims of the many uncontrolled
intersections which jeopardize safety
every time. one is crossed by either
vehicle or pedestrian.
James Westerman, junior hydrology major, whos car was totaled
in an accident on the corner of
Hamilton and Sanborn last month,
said a city vehicle parked to close to
the corner and tree branches covering the sign both blocked his view of
the stop sign on Sanborn.
Some streets with the heaviest
traffic only have two way stops.
Pomeroy said the city council has
been pushing to keep streets like
Hamilton and Main St. a "feeder to
downtown Winona."

He said the city council has been
split on this issue. He said one side
favors making streets leading to
downtown through streets, while the
other opposes.
WSU alumna Kristine Fuller had
bad luck twice in the same intersection in the same month. She was a
passenger in a car hit in the intersection on Fifth and Lafayette St., an
intersection with a two way stop,
and was the driver when she was hit
again three weeks later in the same
intersection while driving to work.
Fuller said there should be stop
signs at all four corners.
Pomeroy said the city council
voted to remove three parking spaces
at the intersection near Mid-Town
Foods to aid visibility of car's crossing Fifth St.
Before the reconstruction in the
summer of 1990, there was a four
way stop at the intersection.
Pomeroy said the cost is never a
consideration when deciding to remove or place stop signs.
He said the signs cost around $25,
but the city has an adequate supply.
Pomeroy said stops signs at Fifth
and High St. wetie removed and
placed at Main and Sarnia, now a
four way stop.

Considering an MBA?

SPRING BREAK '92 IN CHINA
School ()I
A representati\ from
Business Administration at thc
Uni\ crsit\ of Wisconsin \ilk\ aukcc
\\ ill be Oil campus ill the Studcnt
Union 011 Wednesday. October 23,
1991. from 12 noon to 3 p.111.

JOIN PROFESSOR ALEX YARD FOR A
STUDY TOUR IN CHINA!
• Optional History Related Course
• Site Seeing With Lectures
• Credit Received

Sarah M. Sanclin
For further information contact:
Professor Alex Yard
Minne Hall 215 - 457-5407

414-229-5403
Restaurant &
-') Ice Cream Parlor

Huff& 9th
452 - 7173

I

CITY OF WINONA
ALTERNATE SIDE PARKING ORDINANCE
1. ALTERNATE SIDE PARKING. On odd numbered days, park on

NOTE: BE SURE
TO PARK YOUR
CAR ON THE ODD
NUMBERED SIDE
OF THE STREET
ON ODD
NUMBERED DAYS
AND ON THE
EVEN NUMBERED
SIDE OF THE
STREET ON EVEN
NUMBERED DAYS
BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 1:00
A.M. & 6:30 A.M.
BEGINNING
NOVEMBER 1
AND ENDING
APRIL 1.

the odd numbered side of the street between 1:00 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.
On even numbered days, park on the even numbered side of the street
between 1:00 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. Enforcement will be by tagging
and/or towing between the hours of 1:00 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.

2. DURATION - November 1 to April 1. November is included to

Homemade Spaghetti and Fresh
Baked French Bread EVERY
Wednesday 4:30pm - 9:00pm

$3.25
$4.50
dinner
All You Can Eat
Don't For' et Our Frida Ni , ht Fish Fr

facilitate leaf clean up and March is included to facilitate ice control
sand clean up.

3. LOCATION All city streets except those listed herein. The
-

exempted streets are streets that already have special parking
limitations like no parking one side, or no parking midnight to 7:00 a.m.
The exempted streets are:
• Ben St. between Fifth and Third St.;
• Ewing St., easterly side, from a point 20 feet south of the south line of
Fourth St. to a point 113 feet southerly thereof;
• Fourth St. between Harriet St. and Huff St.;
• Front St.;
• Gilmore Avenue between Belleview St. and Sioux St.;
• Howard St. between Washington St. and Johnson St.;
• John St. between Fifth St. and Broadway St.;
• King St. between Washington St. and Huff St.;
• North Baker St. between Third St. and Second St.;
• Stone St. between Third St. and a point 310 feet north of Second St.;
• Third St. between Olmstead St. and Ewing St.;
• Wall St. between Third St. and Howard St.;
• Washington St between Mark St. and Sanborn St.;
• Winona St. between Sanborn St. and King St.;
• Second St. between North Baker St. and Stone St.;
• Mobile Drive between Bundy Boulevard and Breezy Lane.

h
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA. MN - 452-8202

4. ENFORCEMENT - Fine plus tagging and/or towing. The present fine
is $10.00

5. SIDEWALKS - A new sign ordinance is now in effect. The property
owners are required to keep their sidewalks clear of ice and snow.
Inquiries concerning sidewalks should be
made to the Building Inspection Department, phone 457-8250

STUDY IN ENGLAND
The WSU Study Abroad program in England is now accepting
applications for spring quarter 1992.
The spring term will begin April 5, 1992 and will end June 30th. One
quarter's credits in general education can be earned in this program.
The cost of $3800.00 covers tuition, living accomodations, fees, course
materials and air fare to and from England.
Interested students should stop by Somsen Hall 204 or Minne 306, or
clip and send in the form below.

FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED STUDENTS
TO: R.A. DuFresne
Somsen 204
WSU
457 - 5009
Please send me more information about the study abroad
program in England.
Your Name:
Address:

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA, MN - 452-8202

STUDENT MEGA
SAVINGS CARD
We pride ourselves in serving
authentic mexican food each
day from the finest and fieshest
ingrediants available.
Quality, authenticity, friendly, and
savings good through all year.
Bring your student I.D. card and
receive a student mega savings
card and save up•
to$200!
Limited quantity available.
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New student iniative demands quality

Streamers

Tension

Continued from page 1.

Continued from page 1.

By JOHN A. WILKENS III
demands with action. Twenty-eight
students went to the Administration Building to request transcripts
be sent to other colleges, a first step
in transferring. Many said they
would transfer at quarter's end
unless things change.
The protest lasted about ninety
minutes and attracted a crowd of
more than 200 people. Reactions
from the crowd were mixed.
"I've seen things like this before,"
said Dan Bensen, a freshman from
Wisconsin who was recruited to SCS
to play football. 'They have good
demands, good points. It's bad here,
but it's bad everywhere. It's hard to
get action."
"I think that this in a natural and
appropriate demonstration of
people's concern for the environment they're in," said Deborah
Hudson, university spokeswoman.
Hudson had said earlier that the
residence hall fights on Sept. 17 were
not race-related. But perception is
everything, she said. "If this is the
perception, this is what we're dealing with. That's what I've learned,"
she said.
"People believe the only way to
change these attitudes is through
education. We're standing in the
middle of education," Hudson said.
Latroy Spann, SCS junior recruited from the University of Hawaii to play basketball, said he had
not been on campus long enough to
judge the atmosphere.
The Students of the Struggle for
St. Cloud is not the first manifestation of racial tension. Already this
fall, three fights have taken place
that involve black and white students. Last Saturday about 20 students took part in a silent protest.
Many of these student were Council of African American Student
Members, although they were acting independently, said SCS junior
Andrea Lacy.
"We knew the game was sold
out and we needed the biggest
support group (for Tuesdays protest)," Lacy said. She became involved in the Students of Struggle
movement for one main reason. "My
goal is to see things turned around
so I can get an education in an en-

Deysach added "We are not going
to have the same old streamers. We
want to make it comparable with
Bangers and Mingles."
Jerilyn Sisk, junior physchology
major and bouncer manager, said
"We are trying to get new equipments to make it a fun atmosphere
for the students."
Streamers believes it needs more
money now especially in the middle
of an image change.
Jeri Strelaw, junior finance and
management major and DJ manager
said "We are producing a night club
atmosphere and that costs money."
Reed added 'They have to keep
up with the music so they are always
buying."
With the threat of a drastic reduction in their funding, there has been
talk of charging a addmission or cover
fee.
Strelaw said, "It is one way of
becoming self-sufficient ... personally
I don't want to charge a covering
fee."
Streamers president Jackson
said,"That ( a cover charge) would all
depend on how much money we get
and if we feel we need more money."
However the need to charge for
admittance is not likely to gain acceptance as students already pay
Streamers indirectly through the activity fee.
Student Senate Treasurer Ed
Zachary said, "If Streamers is a club,
it should be funded as a club, which
would greatly reduce their budget
from the $12,000 they have already
spent."
Zachary, who supports the idea of
Streamers being funded by the SAFC,
added, 'There is a good oppurtunity
for students to have the nightclub of
their choice on campus. I think going
through the SAFC would provide
more student input."
Reed feels there are ulterior motives behind those who want to cut
Streamers' budget.

News Reporter

An intiative has begun within the Winona State University Student
Senate that will allow students to have direct input on the quality of
education.
The proposal entitled Students' Thoughts on Reclaiming and Improving
the Value of our Education (STRIVE) was introduced at last Wednesday's
senate meeting by Senate President Mark Bergmann.
The purpose of the group is similar to that of the Blue Ribbion Commission
set forth by the State University System's Chancelor former Robert Carothers
in April, Q-7.
Q-7 is the initiative and goals of the state university executive board
regarding access and quality of education.
The goals of Q-7 involve expectations and community, cultural diversity,
indicators of quality and the needs of students.
Bergmann's main goal is action at the student level. He expressed
displeasure with the Q-7 plan of the university system.
"It makes me sick that students weren't involved on this Blue Ribbon
Committee for Q-7," Bergmann said.
Paging through the commission's report, Bergman likened the publication to a agricultural report.
"Look at the people they have on the commision like the executive
director of the Red River Valley Sugar Beet Growers," Bergman said.
Bergman couldn't beleive that students weren't involved.
STRIVE is not an extension or part of Q-7, Bergman said.
'This shouldn't be a response to Q-7, but if there is something in Q-7 the
commission finds unattractive, I hope they will express that,' Bergmann

said.
One disagreement that Begmann used to illustrate the possible distaste of
the Q-7 report was under the title of Higher Order of Thinking, section five,
indicators of quality.
"Each candidate for graduation will complete a senior thesis or similar
integration project and will defend that work before a jury of faculty members
and community practitioners," the Commission stated.
Expressing concern for students,Bergmann disagreed with the Q-7 thesis
requirement.
"I don't think that an accounting major is going to possess the skills for a
presentation of that sort," Bergmann said.
Bergman feels that STRIVE will raise awareness on the campus and show
legislatures the importance of education.
STRIVE will be comprised of student interest group leaders.
One person from each organization including Black Cultural Awareness,
Alliance of International Students, non-traditional students, honor students,
and a resident hall council member will comprise the student representation
on the commision.
Also included in the group are two student senators and three at-large
senators.
STRIVE already has a powerful advocate because WSU President Darrell
Krueger volunteered personally to help STRIVE in any way needed.
"I am happy that students want to get involved in such a project involving
quality," Krueger said.
Bergmann says that his involvement will only include the introduction of
STRIVE.
"I am not going to be at the meetings or tell them that what they decide is
not right," Bergaman said.

Take a trip downtown
Check out our wide variety of

POOTCR

"I feel ther is a vendetta out for
Streamers that people just want to get
rid of it so we don't have to spend the
money on it, but I will fight it all the
way," said Reed.

,

Ruhul Chowdary, sophomore engineering major, who has been to
Streamers once, said, "I hardly saw
anyone there. People look for gatherings."

PRESENTS THE DAILY
C K A GE
VALUE MENU
DAILY VALUE MENU

MONDAY

TUESDAY

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

with cheese and 1
topping. Plus one order
of Crazy Bread & Crazy
Sauce.
with cheese and
1 topping and any two
Caesar Sandwiches and
two 32 oz. soft drinks.

2 LARGE PIZZAS

THURSDAY 2 MEDIUM OR
LARGE PIZZAS

FRIDAY

CRAZY BREAD

TAX

$ 14 99

Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Extra
toppings available at additional cost. *Excludes extra cheese 1

Little Caesars

$ 8 99

with bonus cheese and 5
toppings.

$999

5 full orders of Crazy
Bread.

$499

13 99

Expires: 10/30/91

PizzaTizzar

/17 MEDIUM 799
PIZZAS
4
TIAVcs
'

4 Medium Pizzas with
cheese and 1 topping.
Plus four 16 oz. soft
drinks and one order of
Crazy Bread & Crazy
Sauce.

SATURDAY PARTY PACK

SUNDAY

PIZZAS $99
with cheese and 1 topping*

YOUR CHOICE- One of Each!• Pan • Pan • Pizza! • Pizza!

with cheese and
Pepperoni! Pepperoni!
and two 16 oz. soft
drinks.

WEDNESDAY 2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

2

$999

!

2 SMALL PIZZAS

with cheese and 1 topping*
YOUR CHOICE- One of Each!• Pan • Pan • Pizza! • Pizza!
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Extra

$19

with cheese and 1 topping.
Plus one order of
Crazy Bread.

$6 99

WE DELIVER ON THE DOUBLE!!
IN WINONA CALL

452 8752

toppings available at additional cost. *Excludes extra cheese.

Little Caesars'

Expires: 10/30/91

Pizza! Pizza!

A 9L9
l

SMALL
PIZZAS LP lur

TAX

with cheese and 2 toppings
YOUR CHOICE- One of Each l• Pan • Pan • Pizza! • Pizza!

-

1201 GILMORE AVENUE

FREE CAESARS SANDWICH ?
BUY ANY CAESARS SANDWICH; GET THE IDENTICAL SANDWICH FREE!
VALID TUESDAYS ONLY. AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING "CARRY-OUT ONLY" LOCATIONS.

Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Extra
toppings available at additional cost. *Excludes extra cheese.

Little Caesars

Expires: 10/30/91

PizzaiPizza!®
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The
Winonan
Editorial.
Board
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Becky Milton
Editor in Chief

Jonathan Maze
Sports Editor

Julie Kent
News Reporter

Amy Robertson
Variety Editor

Signed editorials are the position of the writer only, not the entire board.

"Operation Rescue" needs
more repect for civil rights
ing the rights of those whose voice cannot be heard. •
They continue by maintaining that it is necessary to
break the law and infringe upon another's rights to
protect those of the fetus until the law is changed in
their favor. An advocate of "Operation Rescue" said
that during a time in the Roman empire Christianity
was illegal but had to be maintained, regardless of
persecution, until their right to exist was realized.
These are important justifications for their cause
as any fundamentalist cause needs, the end justifies
the means as it were.
The human race, at least in this culture, should be
beyond this mentality, the complete rejection of
another's ideas in such a manner that it provokes an
abusive reaction from one side is barbaric.
A correlation cannot be drawn between the
Christian persecution of nearly 2000 years ago as the
victim's role and legalities were reversed. Today
abortion is legal and those being persecuted are
attempting to exercise a legal right.
This presentation thus far has ignored the psychological affliction that a female undergoes in having
to opt for an abortion to begin with, for whatever
reasons she has chosen. On her arrival she is publicly harassed and attacked as if to put a scarlet letter
on her. Has our society has digressed to the medieval period? We should be more sensitive than that.
Stop the assault. "Operation Rescue" should
express theirbeliefs in a manner worthy of our time.Stuart Johnson, News Editor
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Letters to the Editor

Shawn Torisky
Business Manager

Stuart Johnson
News Editor

The war over the right of a woman to have an abortion
has not at all subsided since the 1973 Roe vs. Wade Supreme Court decision, but only certainly has increased in
intensity.
The following commentary is not presented to persuade the reader to one side or the other in this heated
debate, but rather to encourage the free expression of
ideas without fear of personal safety.
Both sides feel with equal conviction that their opinion
is morally correct and that the other is against the betterment of humanity and its evolution.
The most recent weapon of the pro-life camp has been
a program called "Operation Rescue." This is a program
which asks its supporters to physically inhibit, the
passage of potential patients into abortion clinics.
One of the greatest elements of our culture and proof
of its evolution in a positive manner, in at least one aspect,
is the freedom of expression and the right of law. This
idea of law, codified for application to all in society
regardless of their position and status, provides protection and privileges as well as restrictions.
One of these privileges is to be able to exercise your
rights within the letter of the law without persecution.
This includes the ability to express one's beliefs and
opinions without suffering persecution. If persecution is
perpetrated that it will be remedied within the confines of
the law.
Operation Rescue, because it directly opposes these
basic rights, is inherently wrong in it s actions and more
so because of the weak protection of the victim by law
enforcement officials.
Proponents of the program argue that they are protect-
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'Waste' story has
many errors
and weaknesses
Dear Editor:
Seldom do I go public in print with
complaints or fault-find ing remarks—
as a public relations professional and
mass communication faculty member,
it seems self-serving. But I am making an exception in the case of the Oct.
16 story, "Waste piles up at university
despite a 15% cut" by John A. Wilkins
III.

Accuracy and fairness are the hallmarks of good journalism and good
journalistic writing—we demand
them in our WSU news writing
courses and other mass communications courses as well. The two are
basic to objective and ethical reporting, and are lacking in the story.
Aside from the some 23 errors in
usage, news style, mistaken titles,
impertinent information and faulty
transitions, I see this as a non-news
item that also lacks balance—another
characteristic that marks good journalistic reporting.
This reporter has manipulated
conversational items into direct quotes
that are erroneous in connotation and
has paraphrased a newspaper professional with a "fact" that he would
not have stated.
Specifics:
All newspapers have press overruns (Wilkins paraphrased Richard
Whalen of the Winona Daily News as
saying "it is not customary for ANY
press overrun to occur." He would
not have said that because it simply
isn't so. There are pre-runs and
overruns that are part of the mechanics of how a web press operates.
The title of Tom Grier and my
former title are incorrect.
To provide balance (as well as accuracy and fairness), the reporter
could have cited the "overrun" of his
own publication which is approximately 300 per week (calculated over
the year at 30 weeks per year comes to
9,000 "wasted" papers compared to a
maximum overrun of the alumni
newspapers at 2,000 per issue at three
per year, sometimes four, totaling between 6,000 and 8,000 per year—less
than the Winonan itself).
I dispute the assertion that there
were 4,000 unused papers and the
photo is no proof. If the reporter
merely counted bundles and assumed
there were 100 per bundle, he is mistaken. The alumni paper is thicker
because it has more pages than the
average issue of the Winonan, it's tab
size and folded to pony-size, and it
contains 50 papers per bundle if
memory serves me. To apply the same
measurement "per bundle" as any
issue of the Winonan is simply not a
valid way to measure leftover newspapers.
Other weaknesses are not within
the control of the reporter but should
be noted.
The photo is misleading since the
stack of papers could have represented several overruns of issues of
the alumni paper not just one issue.
Apparently the reporter never bothered to ask since it wasn't given in the
cutline information and isn't really
made clear in the story.

The headline is also misleading in
that it implies that "waste" has taken
place. If something is RECYCLED it is
NOT "waste."
Student employees at the Winorum
are quick to demand they be treated in
a professional manner, yet many of
the writing and even editing staff have
little or no formal education, training,
or coursework in journalism or mass
communications (it's not a requirement to be on the Winonan staff) and
often times do little to exude professionalism.
There is also a pervading belief by
many faculty and staff, and probably
community, that the Winonan is connected to or even under the "jurisdiction" of the WSU Mass Communications Department, this is not so.
One of the most effective means to
a free press is that it be "free" (but
carry with it all the responsibility),
and that's a right of the First Amendment that extends to student newspapers as they deem appropriate, with
some guidance (I feel it's too little)
and within the realm of legality,
hopefully even ethics and good taste.
I am for the most part proud of the
job our students do with their student
newspaper. They are in a learning
process, they work very hard to produce the best product they can, and
they need the encouragement as well
as constructive criticism from their
readership.
I am equally as proud of our students who produce the lab newspaper
Campus Life. They are in an even
more excruciating learning process,
they work very hard to produce the
best product they can, and they are
under more controlled conditions of
guidance from no less than five members of the mass communications
faculty. The student editors for
Campus Life are mass communications majors, usually seniors, who have
had anywhere from 50 to 64 credit
hours in journalism, news writing,
editing and other skills and theory
courses. This adds to the professionalism of that particular news vehicle
but are conditions under which the
Winonan is not required to operate.
That can be an advantage for a
qualified and mature student press,
or it can become a weakness that shows
up simply as "poor reporting and
editing."

Julie Zuehlke
Mass Communications Faculty

Danuser shows
ignorance about
sex, pill
Dear Editor:
Once again the ignorance of Steve
L anuser has shone through. In the
Oct. 16 issue of the Winonan Steve
admits "sex to be much more fun than
bowling." Steve is against having
condom machines in the dorms, not
because of the chance of promoting
premarital sex, but because Steve is
worried about our landfill. Steve's solution is to install birth control machines instead. "A quarter for one, or
a dollar for a handful. Sure, diseases
will spread, but we won't have to
worry about the landfill piling high
with used condoms."

Steve, if this is your idea of humor,
it is sick! If you really do believe this,
I advise you to enroll in a beginner's
sex education class. I reallydon't think
you are mature enough to handle the
responsibilities that go along with
sex. Please do us all a favor and stick
to bowling.
I would like to bring to Steve's
attention that in order for a woman to
"go on the pill" she must endure a
complete physical, consult her doctor is the pill is the right means of
birth control for her, and if so, what
type of pill is right for her. A female
"on the pill" must take the pill daily,
not just when she ditgages in sexual
activity. Also, a year's supply can
easily cost over a hundred dollars.
With the pill, and any other contraceptive device, it is advised to still
use a condom to help prevent the
spread of diseases. I'm definitely not
saying that the environment is not
important, but I do feel the use of
condoms to help stop the spread of
AIDS is clearly more important than
not using a condom to help save a
landfill.
I would also like to bring to attention that Steve's idea of birth control
pill machines is typical of the male
attitude in that "Birth control is the
female's responsibility, after all she
gets pregnant, not me." Luckily, many
men have realized that it is the responsibility of both partners, therefore showing that attitudes are
changing.

Sylvia Tolzin

Drunk driver
victim says get
involved
Dear Editor:
I am writing to remind the Winona
community of a tragedy that happened one year ago, on Oct. 19,1990.
My two children and I were hit headon by a drunk driver. Even to this day
we still suffer the effects of that crash,
my six-year-old daughter, Cathy will
suffer for the rest of her life with pain
and future surgeries.
I am also writing to challenge this
community to get involved with this
problem of drunk driving that kills
and injures hundreds of innocent
people every day. On Nov. 1, Mothers
Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
kicked off the Red Ribbon Project,
which is a public education and
awareness project. The goal of this
project is to get people to pledge that
they will not combine alcohol and
driving. This pledge is shown to the
public by attaching a red ribbon to
your car.
Thanks for your time, now lets get
involved.

Deann K. Carter
Victim of a drunk driver
Winona resident
For more information about the
Red Ribbon Project, please call or
write:
MADD-Winona County
P.O. Box 28
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 452-0050
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Changes.. .
Caught between two different ideologies and the politics of
nations, American hostages wait for
their day of freedom. It seems that
we have forgotten about them or
more important things are happening that preoccupy our attention.
Many times though, we feel
helpless as individuals in not being
able to obtain their freedom. So we
listen to sporadic reports about their
lives and wonder why it takes so
long to free these Americans.
Time is endless for a hostage.
Their days drift into weeks and

''

Columnist
During the course of the last week
we have seen the further partisan
bickering and deterioration of a
process that should have been
finished long ago. We have seen
certain members of the Senate stoop
to new lows, as they bounced Judge
Thomas through a kangaroo court in
front of the entire nation and then
attempted to not only destroy the
candidate's credibility, but in a large
part, the candidate himself.
The charges put forth by Anita
Hill were not something that was
unsolicited or voluntary. Someone
on the judiciary committee or on
staff requested that Ms. Hill file this
report, and further leaked this
confidential report to the ravenous
press. Is this what is suppose to be
"advise and consent?" I hardly think
so! It sounds more like antagonize
and crucify. The deterioration of this
process is absolutely discusting.
Let us review the evidence or lack
of it. There were no witnesses or any
substantive proof supporting Ms.
Hill's accusations. Judge Thomas'
employees, with the exception of Ms.
Hill, hold him in high regard both as
an employer and as an individual.
Those persons that testify on the
behalf of Ms. Hill served only as here
say.
In contrast, many of the witnesses
for Thomas worked with him in the
department of education and at the
E.E.O.C. and saw nothing to indicate
any substantiation of Ms. Hill's
accusations.

Many times we attempt to justify
a hostages capture by insinuating that he should not have been
where he was in the first place.
We make snide remarks about
their business in such countries
or ask "why were they there
anyway?" This attempt at
justification to alter feelings of
helplessness on our parts,
restores our equilibrium. We no
longer need to feel sorry for
them as living human beings,
because they were wrong to put
themselves in such positions.
With a clear conscience, we can

Simple. It didn't matter if Judge Thomas got the
appointment or not. It wouldn't have mattered who got
the appointment, really. The net effect would be exactly
the same.
It does not matter who makes up the Supreme Court,
who makes up the Senate, or even who the President is.
Nor is it of any consequence whether he or she is
Republican or Democrat, man or woman, black or white,
or anything else that might make them unique as an
individual. For you see, politicians are not individuals,
they are merely driftwood that floats along with the tide.
The fact that Judge Thomas is a black man who may
or may not have sexist tendencies will not affect his
performance on the Supreme Court. While he is arguably
not the most qualified person for the job, he is competent,
and that is really all that is important. For you see, no
matter what a politician's personal beliefs or orientation
might be, he or she will not do anything that goes against
the public's wishes en masse. Politicians are far too
concerned with their future to do anything that would
risk losing favor with their constituents.
This is the reason why no politician who wants to be
elected takes a stand on issues like abortion, war, and
taxes. If they were to take such a stand, they would risk
losing half of their votes. So, to play it safe, they make as
little noise as possible, diffusing major decisions onto
large bodies like the Senate, House of Representatives, or
the Supreme Court. That way the individual politician
can always say that it wasn't their decision, that they
were merely part of the tide.
Whenever major change is needed, society itself will
demand it, and the politicians will respond. It doesn't
matter who seems to be in the driver's seat, they will
respond when, and only when, the huddled masses
absolutely force them to. This is the essential difference
between a republic and an autocratic form of government: in an autocracy (Iraq, for example) it matters a
great deal who sits at the top of the heap; in a republic, it
makes little or no difference.
So does this bleak political outlook of mine seek to
encourage you not to vote? Not at all. I am a great
supporter of voting. I think you should vote for whoever
looks and sounds like they should be a leader. We need
people in positions of power who make us feel secure.
This is why Ronald Reagan (who fit my qualifications for
President to a tee) was so popular. It made us feel safe to
have a kind, fatherly figure watching over us. I do think
though, that we need a new infusion of youth in the
White House. It seems a shame to me that Gary Hart's
career lies in ruins. He had the Kennedy-esque charm
that the nation seems to need right now, and as far as I'm
concerned, any guy who can get that many women in
bed would be a whiz at negotiating with foreign diplomats.

Thomas not guilty
of Hill's allegations
By DARRELL KYLE
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Our Missing Americans

weeks into months eventually
forming years of endless waiting.
During their wait for freedom,
they are usually kept in an isolated
state although sitting with fellow
comrades. For if they speak to one
another they are beaten or tortured.
Many times they are still beaten for
no reason whatsoever. One former
hostage told of going to the
bathroom blindfolded and being
punched without warning.
Another incident involved being
beaten across the face with a
grenade, until both jaws were
broken, for a failed escape attempt.

If you would be good enough to think back, way
back, to that infamous week that the first rambling,
dissonant clutter that was to be known as The Brink
first appeared, you may recall that I gave you a list
of ten topics I would never discuss in this column.
As I'm sure all of you have that particular issue
framed and mounted, or at the very least committed
to memory, I know I don't have to remind you that
taboo topic number eight was that old standard of
columnists worldwide, politics.
Now I know what you are thinking: "Here he
goes, only seven weeks into the school year and he's
so completely dry of ideas that he's got to fall into
the same rut as everyone else." Oh, ye of little faith.
You will be relieved to know that I am not going to
bore you with my (admittedly limited) views on the
Judge Thomas issue. This horse has been ridden
deeply into the ground by much more knowledgeable commentators than myself.
I am, however, going to nooge just a bit on my
vow, in that I am going to explain why I don't want
to discuss politics. The irony, of course, is that to
accomplish this task I must do exactly what I said I
wasn't going to. That's life, I guess.
Let me begin by confessing that I paid little or no
attention to the hearings on Judge Thomas, except
for the fact that they were rudely placed by NBC so
as to interfere with my viewing of Days of Our Lives
(yes, I am serious). Now how, you may ask, could I
be so apathetic as to not care whether or not a man
of questionable ethics gets to make decisions that
will profniindly affect the future of this country?

....

The testimony of Mr. Dogget, an
international businessman/
attorney, provided the term
"fantasy" in describing the
accusations laid forth by Ms. Hill.
Although not a psychologist/
psychiatrist, Mr. Dogget has
possibility stumbled upon a theory
that deserves consideration.
Maybe Ms. Hill believes that her
story is the truth. As many of you
know, I have studied Dr. Sigmund
Freud's works. Dr. Freud would
find this to be a very interesting
case. Perhaps Ms. Hill's desire for
then chairman Thomas was so
strong that the refusal of her
advances resulted in the repression
of the real events and a replacement with this "fantasy." Of
course, this case is only a symptom
of a larger disease, and only
through deep psychoanalysis can
the real problem be exposed.
I don't think it is nearly as
important now since Judge Thomas
has been approved as it will be in
the future with the repercussions
that will follow.
The true fall out from this fiasco
will manifest itself later. Maybe
when we have a society paranoid
about someone trying to destroy
everyone he/she wishes with
bogus charges that are played out
(as this has been) with an attitude
of guilty until proven innocent, we
will have learned.
NOTE: I do understand the
seriousness of sexual harassment.
However, I feel that Ms. Hill and
company have made a mockery of
the issue.

By Steve Carswell

now move on to more important
things and forget about these
hostages.
It is a curious thing that the
most powerful nation on the planet
cannot obtain the release of its
hostages. Why can't the U.S.
negotiate with the hostage takers?
Almost every other country does
and this does not lead to further
abduction of people. Many argue
that these abductors are terrorist
attempting only to gain personal
gratification from American
expense. Therefore, we should
stick it out and wait for them to

give up their demands. Being lead
to believe, of course, that this
strategy will obtain their eventual
release. (Even though it is evident
from the years that continue to pass
that this strategy is not effective.) So
while we wait in the comfort of our
world, someone else's life hangs in
the balance. A life filled with pain
and endless loneliness.
What if one of us was in their
position? How dramatically would
our views change on negotiation
with these "terrorist" or other ways
to expedite the release of hostages.

How dramatically would our views
change if we were subjected to two
or more years of solitary confinement in a six by six foot hole? How
quickly would we initiate*lecters to
Congressmen and other world
leaders demanding the release of all
hostages throughout the world?
One individual can make a difference but it is up to each one of us to
take the first step. Maybe if we
cared enough or empathized enough
with these hostages, we would
write. Today I willbtake that step,
will you walk with me too?

Last week I said something that,
in retrospect, I should offer an
apology for.
I compared the AERho chapter at
Winona State, of which Professor
Ajit Daniel is the advisor, to
something extremely unsavory, and
for that, I am sorry.
I can get out of hand sometimes
while writing Lock and Key.
But I do apologize to AERho,
KQAL, and whoever else has been
offended by my remarks.

Judge Thomas, rumored to be
packing any number of dangerous,
semi-automatic weapons that the
Bush Administration is afraid to
ban.
Don't forget—the Senate could
see three more resignations from
the court, including Chief Justice
Rhenquist—who might step down
because of health reasons.
Rhenquist has had little impact on
the Court, much less impact than
was thought he would when he was
nominated. The Rhenquist nomination was a little touchy as well.
Also, the Senate has to advise and
consent on a new attorney general,
William Barr, I think.
Also, Anita Hill gave some
landmark testimony to the Senate
that will have students of political
science and the law studying and
arguing for years. Twenty years
from now, dorm rooms on this
campus will be covered with Anita
Hill posters.
Compare hers to all the other
testimony given to the Congress.
Oliver North lied and made it look
good, Elliot Abrams had more
contempt for the Constitution than
anyone in recent memory, and don't
forget Watergate. Pass the perjury,
boys.
But Hill should have gone before
Joe McCarthy and Dick Nixon.
Could you imagine that?
McCarthy wouldn't last five
minutes with her replies. He'd be
cut to pieces. Nixon nearly blew the
Alger Hiss affair because he
couldn't handle the assorted crazed
witnesses and the sheer depth of the
evidence. Nixon vs. Hill? Mike
Tyson would have better luck—but
she could probably handle him, too.
Seeing how Tyson won't be fighting

any real opponents any time soon,
rather than Evander Holyfield, they
should put Tyson on the fast track
towards an early retirement with
lots of off-shore investments to save
his money from everyone he was
ever seen twenty feet from in public
To date, I have no plans to file a one
hundred million dollar lawsuit
against Mike Tyson, but hey—the
week's only half over.
Whoa. Did I actually cite Alger
Hiss in a column? That's too weird.
Things are getting odd when I'm
getting that obscure.
*..
Next week: The first of a twopart series.
I sent an advance copy of 'The
Bear Claw" to my legal team in St.
Paul last week, the firm of Clarke,
Bringle, Zevenbregen, and
Gundersen. They made some
comments.
Clarke: "Mind-numbing, libelous
swill. Eek."
Bringle: "Bury this. You don't
need the trouble. The Canadian
Government could extradite you."
Zevenbregen: "I reject this
outright as an affront to decency
and family values."
Gundersen: "I like the part about
the strippers and the wheelbarrows."
Based on their advice, large parts
of this epic (two parts!) work have
been changed to a more politically
correct stance. I have taken out the
part where a large number of
animals are painted day-glow pink,
blue, and green and herded onto a
freeway.
Depending on the results,
anything could happen.
Leo Kottke's A Shout Toward
Noon is jammed into my disc
player.

***

In another move of calculated
stupidity, which has really been
commonplace around here when
you think about all the trouble I get
into, last week's column also
seemed to have been written as if
Clarence Thomas had been denied
confirmation. Whoops, as they say.
It would have been really cool to
have been right.
The vote was Tuesday, and the
column was due three days before
that. So on Saturday, I watched
Anita Hill testify.
Remember? The really lurid
stuff?
I thought, there's no way anyone
can come back from this testimony.
I mean, I was sure Thomas was
done.
Essentially, he is. Any future
mention of him will carry a postscript of "..Thomas has denied
allegations..."
Forty years of that. I hope he
doesn't start killing reporters. Can
you see the assignment rooms of the
Washington Post and the New York
Times? Mad fistfights over who has
to cover the Supreme Court:
married men excluded, and only
those correspondents with Gulf War
credentials are allowed to approach

The
Antagonists

Senate hearings:
Who's telling the
whole story?

Hill: real victim of
Senate hearings
By STEVEN LAEHN
Columnist
One of the greatest fears of any
female who has been a victim of
sexual harassment is that she will be
slandered, discredited and degraded
in the judicial process if she seeks
legal redress for the wrongs done to
her. The treatment of Anita Hill by
the all male Senate Judiciary
committee has shown these fears to
be well grounded.
The republicans on the judiciary
committee, rather than attempting to
ascertain the veracity of Hill's
allegations of sexual harassment
against Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas, have opted for the
personal smear tactic. Right wing
fanatics such as Orrin Hatch (RUtah) and Arlen Specter (R-Penn)
have attempted to build "cases" that
state Hill is prone to delusion or that
she has confused her sexual fantasies with reality. It is interesting to
note that until some time ago,
psychoanalysts claimed that
children who reported sexual abuse
were merely confusing reality with
their "fantasies." The attribution of
this principle to Hill is not less
degrading and condescending. It
demonstrates that the party that
gave us Willy Horton has once again
stooped to new lows to discredit
someone.
Orrin Hatch attempted this by
pointing to a very vague similarity
between one of the alleged incidents
involving Thomas and Hill and a

paragraph in a twenty year old
novel. Specter produced a sworn
affidavit by a former Yale classmate
of Thomas, John Dogget. In it,
Dogget alleges that Anita Hill
entertained romantic fantasies
about him during their brief
acquaintance in Washington D. C. A
powerful fantasy it must have been,
since Hill hardly remembers who
Dogget is.
Hill has produced four highly
credible witnesses who have
testified under oath that she
discussed incidents of sexual
harassment involving the E.E.O.C.
head Thomas. These discussions
took place as the incidents occurred
between 1981 and 1983, thus
discrediting the argument that she
recently fabricated these stories.
Hill was also extremely reluctant
to testify personally in these
hearings, thus rebuking the claim
that she has done this as a play for
the limelight. She is also a staunch
conservative and supporter of the
Reagan civil rights policy, thus
debunking the belief that there is an
ideological base to her actions. The
most likely motive I could ascertain
on the part of Anita Hill his that a
Supreme Court nominee violated
laws which he, as the head of the
E.E.O.C., was supposed to enforce.
Such a serious violation of ethics
was appropriate to be made known
considering his confirmation to a
court which will someday deal with
such laws.
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Ex-political hostage speaks to students
a hostage, a hostage to his experience and a hostage to his memories.
Reed was released in April 1990.
He told his family he had to come
back to the world on his own and not
be pushed. Reed did not receive any
government compensation, but they
did admit him to a hospital for three
months without charge.
"I'm not looking for pity or charity," Reed said.

Lyceum Series
Committee
brings Frank
Reed to tell
WSU of his
experience

There are nine hostages still held:
five Americans, two Germans, one
Englishman and one Italian.
Reed said, "In order to get the
hostages freed, we Ave to make a
deal and realize Israel has a big role
in the hostage situation."

BY JACQUELYN JOHNSON
Variety Reporter

Frank Reed, a U.S. hostage in
Beirut for 44 months, spoke about
his experience in captivity to a full
audience in Somsen Auditorium at
Winona State University.
For nearly three of four years
Reed was held in solitary confinement, shackled, blind folded and
regularly tortured.
He was taken hostage after being
ambushed in a car while traveling in
the Islamic sector of Beirut.
His captors were a group called
Hezbollah (Party of God) of the
Shiite Muslim sect whose strongest
base of support is in Iran.
Reed did not consider himself a
prisoner, "a prisoner has a sentence,
d aily exercise, an occasional shower,
and proper nutrition."
Throughout his captivity Reed's
• body shrank due to atrophy, a de-

Reed is traveling back to the
Middle East in two weeks to seek the
release of other hostages.

Rob Skienar/W1nonan Staff
Former hostage Frank Reed spoke on the horrors of captivity In a press conference on Oct.15. Reed addressed a large audience In
Somsen auditorium later that evening expanding on his 44 month Imprisonment. Reed feels he will remain a hostage until his fellow
American caprives are also released.

generative disease as a result of poor
nutrition, losing over 55 pounds.
Reed also refused to receive any
outside information, such as reading
or watching television because that
was seen as placating and got beat
because of it.
"The greatest thing I had was my

brain, I thought and fantasized about
many things," Reed said.
'The most depressing thing was the
endless time. I also didn't play the dirty
game of asking when I was getting out,
I didn't want to kill myself for them,"
Reed said.
At one time he was told he was

going home, but "home" turned out
to be two and a half years of solitary
confinement.
Reed tried to escape three times,
which he said involved many factors. One being the question of
whether he would give his life for
freedom and also if he was willing to

kill someone else in his pursuit.
Reed defined hostaging as "no
touching, no communication, being
blindfolded 24 hours a day, being
chained up, being beaten by a machine gun and endless (psychological) torture."
He says he still considers himself

In response to the audience in
attendance, Reed said, "What you've
really done for me tonight is shown
me you care, care about me and care
about the others, and I love you for
that."
Reed ended the evening presenting a picture of himself arriving in
the United States after being freed,
to Joe Reed, Winona State activities
director.
Reed arrived in Lebanon in 1977
to establish educational programs
for elementary age children through
the university level which he had
done before his capture.

PALS open house a Palestinian dinner
benefit to students creates awareness
By AMY CZAPLEWSI
Variety Reporter

Winona State University has an
organization on campus that is particularly beneficial to new students.
The Public Liaison of Students
(PALS) helps incoming freshman
and transfer students feel a little
more at ease with their new college
environment.
Two autumn open house days
havebeen held this month and there
will be another on Oct. 25.
Throughout the day, incoming
students will have the opportunity
to speak with students and professors , obtain housing and financial
aid information, visit athletic
coaches, and learn more about the
various majors and minors offered
at Winona State.
PALS members will give tours
and also answer questions at a panel
meeting the day of the open house.
The members give campus tours
to new students and are available to
answer questions for the students
on open house days.
Heather Kokoran, junior special
and elementary education mapr,
said , "Some of the more frequently
asked questions are: 'Should I bring
a car? Are the dorms more fun to
live in? and are the professors easy
to get a hold of?' PALS members
will answer questions about anything and make them [students] feel
like this is their home."
Kokoran, who has been an active PALS member since her freshman year, said that PALS consists
of about twenty to twenty-five

members.
Any student may become a
member of the organization, provided a few criteria are met.
The criteria include a 2.5 grade
point average and a knowledge of
the many activities on campus.
Kokoran said in order to select
new members interviews are held.
Freshmen may become members, but are only eligible after
they have attended the university
for a few quarters and havebecorne
more familiar with the campus and
activities,
Incoming members are required to go with PALS members
on two tours.
Tours are given daily at 9:30
AM and 1:00 PM.
The PALS organization and the
Inter-Residence Hall Council will
host a PALS weekend in the spring.
Carl Stange, assistant director
to admissions and PALS advisor,
said, 'The PALS weekend is for
high school seniors who have already been admitted to the university for the fall quarter."
In the past, three PALS weekends have been held each year.
This year only one weekend will
be held.
Stange said he would like to
have about 100 students participate in the weekend this year.
Participants in the weekend
stay with students in the dorms.
Participants are randomly
matched with host students. If
participants and host students
have similar majors they are usually paired together.
Stange said that PALS has existed since around 1980-81.

By LANA SWANCUTT
Assistant News Editor

Separated by a language barrier,
religious beliefs and a stereotype, Arab
students attending Winona State University are often as much isolated from
their American classmates as they are
an ocean away.
Many Arab students are stigmatized
as hostile terrorists, a stereotype that
many Americans have been ingrained
with by the news media and political
leaders, but after Oct. 19 that image
may change for some.
Food, attire, and folk dances highlighted this fall's Palestinian Night, a
dinner and evening of entertainment
sponsored by the Palestinian-American
Club (PAC), Oct. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in the
East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
Arabic music, pictures of Jerusalem,
displays of the Palestinian and
American flags, as wells as arts and
crafts created the atmosphere for the
occasion. Background notes on Palestine and menus were used as place
mats for the evening's cuisine.
The traditional cuisine of hummus bi
tahini ( a pita bread, a combination
ground chic peas, crushed garlic, olive
oil, lemon, and seasonings), tabooley
(a garden salad including parsley, tomatoes, crushed wheat, green onions,
olive oil, lemon, and seasoning) were
served as appetizers in addition to
entrees of roast lamb, baked chicken
with rice, raisins and nuts and beef
sirloin with okra made up the Palestinian menu.
This was followed by baklava, a
dessert of paper thin layers of filo dough
interspersed with layers ofground nuts,
butter and seasonings.
In Palestine sheep herding is common, and was the subject of one of the

evenings folk dances known as
Dabka.
Dabka, a colorful dance tradi-

tionally performed at Palestine festivals and celebrations, was one of
two dance types.
The eight females and two males
who are a part of a professional
dance troupe from Chicago performed five dances representing
various themes such as victory and
the hardship of the Palestinian
people.
Barham said that in any large
city, there is going to be high concentrations of different ethnic
groups, so hiring a group of Dabka
dancers from Chicago doesn't seem
as outrageous.
The other type of dance performed wasbelly-dancing.Contrary
to what many Americans believe to
be true from old Hollywood movies,
belly-dancing is not as common in
the Arab culture, according to
Barham.
"We want to show them (the audience), we have other types of
dances besides belly-dance,"
Barham explained the club's reasoning for presenting the two different types of dances.
The evening's other highlight involved a fashion show. During the
fashion show, women modeled
handmade Palestinian attire in rich
fabrics and design which accented
the simplistic and modest cuts. Festive men's attire was also displayed.
The evening hit a more serious
cord as several Winona State staff
spoke of the need to increase cultural diversity awareness on this
campus. Speakers included Dr.
Becky Abdel-Magid, an assistant

See Dinner, page 7

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan Staff

Zayna Fetzek, from Minneapolis, performs a Middle Eastern belly
dance for part of the entertainment that was put on at the
Palestine Dinner on Saturday night. The Palestinians want to show
people that belly dancing is not the only form of dancing in their
culture.

Career Fair response good
Workshops helpful to students in planning future
By NANCY HANSON
Variety Reporter

Tamborlain Jacolas/Winonan Staff

Tracy Fcrville, senior human resources management major, talks to Joe Smiley at the Minnesota Department of Employee Relations display that was one of many tables set up at the Career Fair last Thursday
afternoon.

The third annual Career Fair sponsored by the Career Planning and Placement Offices of Winona State
University, St. Mary's College and Winona Technical
College was held Oct. 17 in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons at Winona State.
Dr. Gavin Strand of the Winona State Placement
Office said,"The response was good. There was a 40
percent increase in the number of employers and
graduate schools from last year that participated in the
career fair and over 600 students attended this year
prior to 300 or 400 in the past two years."
Cindy Schloeder, a recruiter for the Holiday companies participating in the career fair, said,"There was a
good turnout. We usually come down in the spring
because there are more graduates then, but we felt this
would be a good opportunity to meet some students for
later job interviews."
This year there were six workshops added to the
career fair. Strand said that they went very well. Some
were standing room only because so many students
wished to attend. These workshops were videota
for those students who were unable to attend.
videotapes should be available in the Instuctional Resource Center (IRC) within the next week.

Matt Pellowski, a junior marketing major, attended
a workshop related to his major.
He said,"It was very informative. I learned a lot
about what I can do with a marketing major." Pellowski
said that the career fair is excellent for seniors at each
school because it allows them to make contacts at
companies for future job interviews.
"Employers that attend the career fair are invited to
stay and interview students on campus the day after
the career fair," Strand said.
He said that students can ask questions about internships and the types of courses they should be
taking in order to become better prepared for their
career choice.
"Next year we are going to try to have workshops
before the career fair for non-seniors to let them know
how the career fair can benefit them," Strand said.
Sue Olson, a student at Normandale Community
College in Bloomington, Minnesota, attended the career fair. She said,"It was a great experience. Everyone
I talked to there was friendly and helpful."
"Hopefully the career fair will last more than one
day in the future. We are always trying to get more
employers and graduate schools to participate in the
career fair in order to get students more career information and more career opportunities," Strand said.
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On That Note: Prince reaches
for Diamonds and Pearls

Ricochet portrays
an "eye for an eye"
career is finished and Styles is just beginning to take
off.
The story picks up four years later and Blake is
appearing before the parole board and Styles is now
Assistant District Attorney. Blake has not forgotten
Styles and he wants revenge.
Blake and four other inmates escape from jail.
Blake fakes his death and is free to go after Styles.

BY JOEL F. HESS
By HOLLY M. BOECKMAN
Music Reviewer

To be an official Minnesotan one must declare
their undying devotion to Prince. It's written somewhere that Minnesotans must support all that the
Purple Man does and they must have one working
urban legend about him. I'm about to risk my Minnesota citizenship with this column.
I used to be a big Prince fan and I still like his older
work on Dirty Mind, Controversy, 1999 etc. but what
the heck is going on with him these days? He has
always been known for his quiet, introverted image
and for staying out of the spotlight.
Suddenly, Prince is popping up in any spotlight
he can find to promote this "diamond and pearls"
thing. He took over The Arsenio Hall Show singing
five whole songs, did the ABC "In Concert" show,
and topped it off with that revealing appearance on
the MTV Awards.
Besides all the visibility, he has a new release,
Diamond and Pearls, which is entirely an attempt to
make money off teenage Top 40 groupies. The first
two singles from it, "Gat Off" and "Cream" are
euphemisms for sex. I think he has been consulting
Madonna about how to stir up the attention of prepubescent teens. One listen to these songs and one
look at the videos behind them shows Prince has sold
out.

Ever since all the success he had with "Purple Rain"
he has had many failures. Apparently he has gotten fed
up with it and is opting to prostitute himself for
mainstream attention and the money it generates.
Even during the unsuccessful movies and albums the
music world respected him for his innovation and
talent. Now he has lost that too.
How can musicians sacrifice what they believe in
only to make money? Think about INXS. What was
that "Suicide Blonde" trash they came up with? It was
geared exclusively for the pop market. The band made
a deliberate attempt to conform to what was making
money.
Sinead O'Connor has drawn more criticism from
the media than just about anyone in the music world.
Most people view her as opinionated and think she is
biting the hand that feeds .her. I disagree. She is a
nonconformist in a world of conformity and people
don't understand it.
Her song "Nothing Compares 2 U" thrust her into
everyone's home and made her millions. One would
expect she would milk it for all she could. On the
contrary, she had a dispute with Prince, the writer of
the song, and vowed never to sing it again. That shows
she is singing because she has a respect and love for
music not money.
If more people in the music business shared that
respect and love Top 40 would be eliminated and
music would return to its original role as an art. For
now people are still reaching for diamonds and pearls.
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Movie Reviewer

Roger Ebert, the larger of Siskel and Ebert, would
call Ricochet a "wunza" movie. Wunza cop, wunza
drug dealer, wunza partner and wunza escaped
criminal.
A formula that's been tried and tested many times,
but Ricochet overcomes the "wunza" formula and wins.
Ricochet stars Denzel Washington, Ice-T and John
Lithgow in his first role as a psychotic since 1981's
Blow Out.
Blow Out also marks one of the earlier Brian De
Palma filmsbefore he made duds like Casualities of War
and the disastrous Bonfire of the Vanities.
Denzel Washington is Nick Styles, a hot-shot rookie
beat cop. John Lithgow is Earl Talbot Blake, a rising
drug dealer.
Blake and Styles encounter each other at a carnival
where Styles is walking his beat. The drug deal has
gone sour and Blake kills off his enemies and tries to
escape from the scene. He takes a little girl hostage
when he encounters Styles.
In a tense moment Styles begins to undress for
Blake showing him that he is unarmed. He strips
down to his white boxer shorts, but he has a gun
hidden in his Lk and shoots Blake in the knee. Blake's

Dinner

Continued from page 6
engineering professor and PAC faculty advisor; Dr. Ahmed El-Afandi,
a political science professor; Dr. Ruth
Forsythe, an associate English professor and interim direct
of international studies; and Terri
Markos, the director of the international student program.
Markos said, "My experience
with Palestinians has allowed me to

Blake literally ruins Styles life. He kills his partner
but Styles' prints are on the gun. He links Styles and
his department to child pornography. Talbot also
shoots Styles up with heroin and video tapes him
having sex with a prostitute.
Washington shows his incredible acting range in
Ricochet whether he's a prosecuting attorney or a
family man on the brink.
Ice-T offers a solid supporting role as Odessa,
Styles' street-smart crack dealer.
But this is Lithgow's show. Usually he plays a
family man who wouldn't harm a fly, but in Ricochet
he ruins Washington's character. Lithgow sports a
Hannibal Lecter haircut and there are rhany extreme
close-ups like in Silence of the Lambs and it is almost
pulled off. Almost.

see them as very warm and hospitable people, as polite and gracious
to strangers, generous and fun loving to their friends, as a people who
place family and home life above
everything else, who love their children, their language, their religion
and who respect the elderly. "
"I see a people who need to be
treated with fairness and with justice, something which all human
beings are deserving of. I see a people

Graduate
Nurses...

Halloween jewelry
is fun to wear
anyplace, anytime!
light-up
necklace

Would you like a career in a medical center at the forefront of
technology and have the ability to develop your skills in an
environment that supports the latest advances in nursing
practice? Whether you're an experienced RN or New Grad, you'll
find all this and more in our state-of-the-art facility.
Picture a major teaching and referral center offering the unique
advantages of big city medicine in a warm and friendly
community. A place where your professional goals can be met
while enhancing your personal lifestyle.

What are you looking for
in a nursing career?
charm
bracelet

dStrong encouragement and support for your
goals gThorough orientation, geared to your
own education and experience g
Membership on one of the world's most
respected medical teams gPatient and family
oriented practice gOn-site and off site
continuing education dWorld-class
challenges dThe possibility to grow whether
in clinical practice, management, research or
education IgFlexible scheduling d
Competitive salary & benefits dProgressive
technology dDiverse range of clinical
specialities

pierced
earrings

Picture a 524-bed major medical center that has taken an active
role in the development of its community - -a diverse community
firmly dedicated to its future progress. Together they support our
commitment to professional excellence, and challenge you to
become part of a "can do" team.
Picture a multispecialty hospital featuring a regional perinatal
center affiliated with the renowned 375 physician Marshfield
Clinic. A stimulating setting where you can grow professionally
through education and involvement, yet maintain personal flexibility through decentralized staffing and supportive management.
Picture Saint Joseph's Hospital in Marshfield, set amongst a
beautiful recreational area in Central Wisconsin where you'll find
a high quality of life that is hard to duplicate.

Come in and
see all our fun
Halloween
costumes at
our Boo
Bazaar.

What are you looking
for in a place to live?

A rewarding future at Saint Joseph's Hospital means you can
expect: • Competitive Salaries • Tax-Deferred Annuities • SignOn Bonus • Individualized Preceptor Orientation • Career Ladder
• On-Site Child Care, and much more.
For more information on current openings, please call or send
resume to:
Recruitment Specialist
1-800-221-3733, Extension 7880

CIA beautiful midwestern city of 70,000
community of professionals
gRecreational and cultural opportunities for
all seasons dCosmopolitan atmosphere in
an internationally known medical center

1
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25 % off all Halloween
merchandise

See Us At
Winona State
University's
Health Career
Fair on 10/28114

SAINT JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
A MEMBER OF MINIti1 RN ( ORPORATION
SINTERS OF illE SORRONX FUL MOTHER

G11 SAINT JOSEPH AVENUE
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN 54449-1898
Equal Opportunity Employer

who have a story to tell of their
troubled history and about current
events in the middle east, and we
need to listen," Markos said.
The dinner, sponsored by the International Studies Department, the
Political Science Department and the
International Students Office, is part
of the "Window on the Arab World"
program. The program is part of
Winona State's initiative to increase
cultural diversity awareness on
campus.

with this coupon

Look into Mayo Medical Center,
Rochester, Minnesota

Gregory's Hallmark
Winona Mall

For information:

Visit with our
representative on
October 28, 1991.

Mayo Medical Center,
Contact placement office
Nursing Recruitment,
for Information
P.O. Box 6057,
Rochester, MN 55903-6057
1-800-247-8590
Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal
opportunity educator and employer

, FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A SUMMER STUDENT NURSING
EXPERIENCE AT MAYO FOUNDATION
HOSPITALS
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center
for the summer.
Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience

at Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital,
both part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester,
Minnesota.
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a
four year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes
experience on medical and surgical nursing units or in
operating rooms.

Application Deadline: December 1, 1991.
For more information contact:

ma

0

Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057

Rochester, Minnesota 55903 6037
-

1-800-247-8590
1-507-255-4314
May, F,111(L)llOn is

an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.
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Two C C runners qualify nationally
Men to go to
nationals
By WADE BERGNER
Sports Reporter

The day was perfect. The sun was
out, and the wind was down.
And the Warrior cross-country
team knew that this pleasant day
would soon turn into a battle to see
who would cross the line on or near
the top.
And when the dust settled and the
battle ground cleared, Bryan Le
Monds found himself in the top 10
with his team finishing in third.
Le Monds earned All-Conference

and All-District honors by touring
the 8 kilometer course in 25:48 seconds.
And in the National Athletic
Intercollegiate Association district 13
dual scoring, Le Mond sfinished fifth,
which qualified him for the NAIA
National championships as an individual.
"Le Monds has been working hard
and put it all together in this big
meet," Cross Country coach Beth
Howe said.
The Warriors placed third by
edging out Bemidji for third place by
one point and Duluth by 2 points.
Moorhead State University won
the title with 19 points and Northern
State University placed second with
50. Gregg Zahalka of Moorhead won
the individual title with a blistering
time of 24:28.
According to Howe, she was sur-

prised by the strength of the conference this year.
"We had a close battle with Bemidji
and Duluth for third place," Howe
said. "I wish we had gotten second,
but Northern was a lot stronger than
I ever ima gined they'd be. Everybody
reached PRs except one runner. It
was a nice finish for the conference /
district meet."
Eric Ferrie was WSU's second
place finisher, taking 17th in 27:19.
"Eric was a happy surprise," Howe
said. "He really stepped up to the
tough competition and showed that
he is a competitor."
Andy Bilicki was 22nd in 27:41

See Men's CC, page 9

Larson to go
for women
By BRYAN LE MOND S
Asst. Sports Editor

After crossing the finish line while
gasping for air Saturday, sophomore
Kendra Larson did not care if she
could not breathe at all because she
knew she earned herself a ticket to
the big show.
Larson placed ninth at the Northern Sun Conference championships
by covering the 5 kilometer course in
20:11 seconds. And because of the
dual scoring for the National Athletic

Intercollegiate Association District 13,
Larson advances to the National
Championships on November 10 in
Kenosha, Wis.
Although Larson performed well,
the Warrior team had an incomplete
score.
Moorhead won the Northern Sun
Conference championship title with
23 points. The University of Minnesota-Duluth placed second with 58
points. Bemidji State University
placed third (61) and Northern State
University placed fifth (92).
Moorhead's Gina Haun was the
NSC champion with a time of 18:52
seconds.
Senior Mellissa Aspen ended her
career by also running a great race.

Aspen placed 25th in a time of
28:08.
"Both of these girls have shown
great dedication for this sport this
year," head coach Marge Moravec
said. "They ran together all year for
an incomplete team and that in itself
deserves credit."
And according to Moravec, where
Larson will finish in Kenosha is totally up to her.
"I really do not know what to expect," Moravec said. "Where she will
end up is up to her.;; "But if she can
keep the same focus that she has had
all year, she has the capabilities to
break into the top 150, which would
be super for the national meet."

Penalties cost WSU
football team win
By TONY KLIPSIC
Sports Reporter

"

The mere thought of the
VVinona State University football
team losing a game really hasn't
come as a surprise to many
people this season. After all they
are now 0-7 on the season after
losing what may have been its
easiest game of the season thus
far, a game to the lowly University of Minnesota-Morris
Cougars.
How the loss happened really
stuns me. Why? Because the
Warriors, in my opinion, really
should have won this one. The
game was there for the taking, or
was it?
What I am getting at is
simple, There were slightly
under three minutes left to play
in Saturday's game and WSU, on
a Dave Ludy touchdown, took a
29-25 lead. All they needed was
to hold UMM on its next
possession to win the game.
It was about this time when a
Cougar took what was deemed
as a cheap shot on a WSU player.
The Warrior, obviously, replied
with a cheap shot of his own.
The referee didn't see the cheap
shot by the Morris player, but
just happened to be lucky
enough to see the Winona
player's personal foul. The
penalty would be marched off on
the kickoff. At this moment, the
Winona player was rather
peeved, and started saying some
not-too-nice things to the ref.
Chalk it up, another personal
foul. WSU kicks off from its own
ten, where the team commenced
in kicking the ball out-ofbounds. Chalk it up, kickoff from

the five. Morris gets the ball on
the WSU 37 and marches down
the field in six plays for the win.
Chalk it up, another Warrior
loss.
It is quite obvious that all
three penalties were rather
stupid. They could've cost the
Warriors their first win of the
year, and they were rather
unnecessary.
However....
Any football player would
attest to how intense a game can
get. A player can not just turn all
the intensity and energy that
they work up during the course
of a game with just a flick of the
switch. If someone takes a cheap
shot, they're almost always
going to get them back, no
matter what the cost. And how
could the refs miss the cheap
shot taken by the Cougar?
Again, with all that intensity
built up inside, it's rather hard to
throw it all away and get nice
all-of-a-sudden.
WSU was not at fault for this
loss. No, it wasn't the football

team which lost this time, the
refs did it for them. It seems to

me that the Warriors were
victims of that great Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
officiating,.
I don't think I have ever seen
an NIC game with good officiating. Last year, the WSU basketball team was blitzed by the

officials during a game against
the University of MinnesotaDuluth. For those people who
don't know, the travesty occured
with the Warriors down by only

See Refs, page 9
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Derrick Olson/Wlnonan Staff
WSU Warrior offensive line men Jeff Lyle, senior undecided major, and Brian Ellsworth, freshman undecided major run the ropes to Improve their agility for saturday's game against Northern State.

It was in the air. Everyone had the
feeling that the Warriors were going
to win one. And after three quarters,
they were right. But then catastrophe
once again struck the Warriors.
Two fourth quarter penalties stood
in the way of allowing the Winona
State University football team its first
win of the season last Saturday. The
Warriors took a 29-251ead against the
University of Minnesota-Morris with
2:58 to go in the game on a swing pass
from quarterback Pete Babic to Dave
Ludy. The play was highlighted by
Ludy breaking three tackles and
racing down the sideline 62 yards for
the touchdown. On the ensuing
kickoff, the Warriors were whistled
for two personal fouls bringing the
ball back to their own 10. The re-kick
sailed out of bounds bringing the ball
back to the Warrior 5.
"We got into a situation where
their guy cheap shotted ours and our
guy got caught retaliating," said WSU
head coach Tom Hosier. "After the
flag was thrown, our player said a
few things he shouldn't have and
that's how we got the second penalty,"
The Warriors did manage to get a
returnable kick off and the Cougars
took advantage of the field position
running the ball back to the Winona
State 37. From there, the Cougars
drove the ball toward the goal line,
ending their drive with an 8 yard
touchdown pass from quarterback
Jason Heitkamp to receiver Dan Dahl,
sealing the victory as the Cougars

defeated the Warriors 33-29. The
Warriors and Cougars had similar
statistics except for one, penalties.
Winona State was flagged for 14 penalties for 141 yards, while the Cougars managed just 4 for 27 yards.
"It's tough to lose a game when
you score 29 points and have over 350
total yards, you should be able to beat
anybody with those stats," Hosier
said.
The Warriors did, however, receive its best outing by a quarterback
this year as junior Pete Babic, using
six different receivers in the game,
went 17 for 39 for 305 yards, one
interception, and four touchdowns.
Babic's main targets were receivers
Tim Hanson and Dave Ludy. Hanson,
who led both teams in receiving yards
with 185 on just four receptions,
caught a touchdown pass from Babic
which covered 69 yards and gave the
Warriors a 7-0 lead midway through
the first quarter. Ludy led the team in
touchdowns with two. Leading the
Warrior's defensive attack was AllAmerican lineman Wayne Wicka.
Wicka finished with 15 tackles and
assists.
The Cougars were led by
Heitkamp who completed 17 of 34
passes for 181 yards and four touchdowns.
With the loss, the Warriors
dropped to 0-3 in the Northern
Intercolligate Conference and 0-7
overall. The Cougars move to 1-3 in
the NIC and 1-7 overall.
WSU will be home this Saturday
when they tangle against Northern
State University at Maxwell Field.

Back nine costs men's golf NIC championship
Northern State takes conference crown with consistent scores to deny Warriors repeat of last autumn
By JONATHAN MAZE
Sports Editor

The biggest goal for the Winona
State University men's golf team this
fall was to repeat as Northern
Intercollegiate Conference champions.
"We want to repeat as conference
champions," WSU coach Dr. Dwight
Marston said earlier in the season.
unfortunately, that goal wasn't
reached.
The Warriors fell victim to incon-

sity, last Tuesday at the fall NIC
championship tournament at
Moorhead Country Club. WSU, after
taking a seven stroke lead following
the front nine on the second day, fell
behind with a poor back nine and
couldn't recover. NSU was crowned
champions with a score of 1,159. The
Warriors were second with a 54-hole
total of 1,184.
"We were not as consistent as
Northern," Marston said. "NSU deserVed the win. We might have more
talent, but they played more consistently."

State University (3rd, 1,189), Bemidji
State University (4th, 1,218), and the
University of Minnesota-Morris (5th,
1,246).
Brian Prisbe of Northern won the
individual conference title with a
score of 226. The Warriors' Kirk
Thompson, the defending champion,
took third, six strokes behind at 232.

nine holes really killed the Warriors.
"We were seven strokes ahead after the first nine holes, then we started
playing bad on the back nine," he
said. "We lost 11 strokes on that back
nine.

"They (the players) feel that they
are better than Northern," he said.
"We didn't play as well as we are
capable of playing."

"We did not play the back nine as
well as we should have."

He also said that the players now
look toward the spring season.

Other WSU golfers were Chuck
Lundeen (243), Jeff Proctor (246), Erik
Thompson (244), Jeff Engbrecht (239),
and Tom Lunde (239).
According to Marston, the second

Kirk Thompson was named to the
All-Conference team, finishing the
season with and 18-hole average of
77 for the season.
According to Marston, his players

"We are looking forward to the
spring," he said.
The golf team now has the winter
off and will return to the courses in
April.

Volleyball team spikes
its way to 3-1 weekend
By MIKE HANSON
Sports Reporter

You don't always have to play great in
order to win. That would be ideal, but a bit of
luck or a bit of something will do. Well, it
seems as though something helped the WSU
lady spikers. WSU went 3-1 over the weekend
and won the Level II Championship at the
Augsburg-St. Thomas Tournament in St. Paul.
"We could have played better but considering that last weekend was tough, I was
pleased," Fiereck said.
On Friday, the Warriors were able to beat
Concordia-Moorhead in three straight games.
The scores were 15-11, 17-15 and 15-8. In the
second game on Friday, WSU faced stiff competition from the University of St. Thomas,
who bounced the Warriors in three consecutive games 15-1, 15-7 and 15-5. St. Thomas
took the level I championship.
The WSU volleyball team was led by Amy
Kolbet with 20 kills and Steph Rieder with 17
kills for the two matches on Friday. Kolbet
also led the way in blocks with 8 and Rieder
chipped in 6. Steph compiled 18 digs for WSU's
defense. Sherry Miller, WSU's main setter,

had 50 assists on the attack.
Saturday brought great success for the
Warriors. First came College of St. Catherine.
The Warriors swept St. Kate's 15-6, 15-10
and _15-8. The final opponent for the lady
spikers was Northern State University, which
was solid competition considering the fact
that a week ago WSU beat Northern twice.
Anyway, the Warrior spikers went down to
the wire with Northern State. WSU lost the
first game 12-15, won the second 15-13 and
lost the third 10-15 before coming back to
win the last two 15-8 and 15-9.
kills and 39 digs defensively. Trish Johnson was right behind with 22 kills and 31
digs followed by Amy Kolbet with 19 kills,
26 digs and 6 blocks respectively. Sherry
Miller demonstrated her setting talent once
again with 69 assists and 6 serving aces for
the day.
Next up for our WSU spikers is a very
busy week. First the Warriors play at a UWLaCrosse tournament and then travel all the
way to Lincoln, Nebraska for a tournament
over the weekend.
"We don't get much of a rest," Fiereck
said.

feel that they shouldn't have lost.

How 'bout them Twins?

Brian Basham/Wlnonan Staff

Pete McGorry, Junior elementary education major and diehard Twins fan,
looks over a T-shirt at the Twins memorabilia stand at the corner of Huff and
Sarnia.
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Doggs take third in final four
By JONATHAN MAZE

The Doggs came out on fire against St. John's. Brad Greenlee
set the tone early with a 40 yard penalty kick to give the Doggs
a 3-0 lead. St. John's scored a try to take a 4-3 lead, but club
president Bill Joyce scored two second half tries to seal the
victory for WSU in its 11-4 win.
According to Vice President Aaron Specht, the Doggs bench
really came through in the victory.
"We received added help from reserve players Kelly
Whipple, Lance Weidner, Jason King and Rick Gatlin, who all
played well," he said. "A lot of starters were banged up and
didn't play.
"The guys stepped up and played great."
"Everyone on our team contributed and played hard," Joyce
said. "It was a great team effort."

Sports Editor
The Winona State University Rugby Doggs, playing in the
Minnesota State Rugby Final Four, took third place after falling to
the host team, the University of Minnesota-Duluth, andby beating
the St. John's University.
In the first game against Duluth, the Bulldogs scored on a
blocked kick that rolled into the try zone. UMD fell on it to give
them a lead that it would never relinquish. The Doggs couldn't get
any offense going and were blanked in their attempt to take the
state championship, 12-0.
"It was just a tough fought game and they just came out on top,"
club founder Mike Rusk said.

Refs

Guidinger. Guidinger made the basket, but
instead of getting the required one shot, he
was given two, plus the Bulldogs were
given the ball back.
I'm not saying that the NIC has anything
against WSU (although I would like to), I'm
saying that the officiating in this conference
is just plain bad. Maybe the refs should

Continued from page 9
two points with one minute to go
against the mighty Bulldogs. At that
point, the Warriors committed a foul
against UMD's resident stud, Jay
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start making sure that their contacts are in
from now on. Had the part-time zebra
seen the foul commited by the Morris
player, the second foul wouldn't have
been committed, the Warriors wouldn't
have lost any momentum, and WSU
might have a victory under its belt. Blind
refs shouldn't take away wins.
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Bryan and Tony
ON THE LOOSE
Commercialization of shoes has taken a
dramatic jump in our day.
It seems that there is a shoe for every
purpose and is designed to make the everyday athlete a superstar, Wrong!
Today, shoes are designed out of high
tech material and are made with some sort of
pump or just out of air.
People are actually paying around $125
for air. Are these shoes neccessary?
Billy Mills, probably the greatest runner
of all times, wore leather shoes and in high
school, he wore Chuck Taylors for crosscountry. He was an Olympic gold medalist.
His times are still considered the best, and he
performed in shoes that were made out of
animal skin. It was not the shoes that obtained the gold medal, it was Billy Mills.
Now there is A tr I ordans, A tr Max, Air Span,
Nike Air,AirJabs,and Air Pegasus, This seems
a little too much. Why don't they have shoes
called, 'Please Give Me Air", this shoe is for
the one who decides to exercise once every
lunar eclipse. This shoe will have a hose
running from the side of the shoe to the
person's mouth. Anyway, you know how
the concept works.
We have seen that some shoes are now
made with some sort of power pack that is
supposed to make the athlete jump higher.
The pack is removable. Come on thiSpower
pack seems like some kind of energy boost
that Mario and Luigie take for extra power in
the Nintendo game "Mario Brothers".
On the market n ow are AirGolf shoes. Why

Men's CC
Continued from page 8
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and Steve Maze took 23rd in 27:59. Those three
joined Le Monds on the All-District team.
Rounding out the Warrior finishers were
Mark Moore (24th, 28:01), Dan Dobler (26th,
28:05), Tim Gallagher (29th, 28:1p, Kelly

WATCH -TAY TWINS
RA IT ALL • - • AT 'RASCALS I 11
AttAkt PIRO Tr) &EWE ilAuoiNEEN AT
AT116
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does a golfer need air? It seems all they need
are spikes, and a golf cart.
What really bugs us is the kicker from the
New Orleans Saints, Morten Anderson. This
guy paid $5,000 for a specialized kicking shoe.
Yes, we know he is the best, and has the
money, but does the shoe have some kind of
magical power.? You can give the guy a pair of
Zips, and hein still put it through the upright.
This geneiation seems to rely too much on
technology, We are sick and tired of seeing
the fat little kid wearing $150 shoes. These
kids cannot even get off their butts and stop
watching Nickolodeon,
Our grandpa's used to walk miles to school
in concrete blocks and did just fine.
The shoes we are waiting to see on the
market are the steel toe basketball shoes, becau se you can work a full day at the pLant, and
play a little one-on-one on the way home
without changing shoes. We will call these
shoes "Bo does not no S_ _ t about a day at the
plant"
And soon to be on the market for runners
will be a shoe that has mini-jois in the soles
that will propel the athlete to newboundaries.
We will call this the "George Jetsort Shoes".
And what is it about the slogan "Just Do
It What do we have to do when the shoe
does it for you We feel they should come out
with a shoe called "I Don't Do S _ t". This is
for the consumer who believes cable television is an Olympic Game when they get the
remote control in their hands.
le criticize about how much athletes
make; ut most of their income is made from
commercials and shoe contracts. We are also
guilty forbuying these shoes,
Remember, 'Pump Up and Go Broke!

McKnight (34th, 28:33) and Ryan Key (42nd,
29:43).
The Warriors earned a trip to the NAIA
Nationals during the day. The NAIA District
13 meet and the Northern Intercollegiate Conference meet were run together. Winona State
finished second to Moorhead in the district
meet, qualifying them for the national tournament in Kenosha, Wis.

KW/1r Kwik Trip
TRO, SatisfiesThe
STORES

HALLOWEEN COSTUME CONTEST
let

,,oss-

HEARTY HELPING

el.

$100.00 First Place

KWIK

$75.00 Second Place
$50.00 Third Place
$25.00 Fourth Place

HAMBURGER, FRIES,
& A SMALL FOUNTAIN DRINK.

CLASSIFIEDS
ATLANTIC OCEAN LIVING
Nanny/Childcare positions
available. Full-time live in situations
with families in the BOSTON area.
Includes room and board, automobile, insurance. Salary range from
$150 to $300 per week. Great way to
experience Boston families, culture,
history and beaches. Call or write
THE HELPING HAND, INC. 1
WEST ST. BEVERLY FARMS, MA
01915. (508) 922-0526

NEED extra Money? but don't
have a lot of time to work?
AVON is looking for representatives. Call Dan 452-0180 for
apt.
MAKE GOOD money as our
mailer. self-addressed,
stamped envelope: Home
Services, Box 46, Clanton,
Alabama 35045.

TAKE A KWIK TRIP TO LOCAL
STORES
TO SATISFY THE URGE!
OFFER AVAILABLE AT HUFF, SARNIA
ST., HIGHWAY 61 & HIGHWAY 43
STORES, WINONA.

Thursday, Oct. 31st

$1 Cover with costume/$2 without
NO cover for ladies if wearing a costume
$1 without
•• Must be 18 to Enter• •

HELP WANTED

aVRO

Free travel, cash, and excelFOR RENT
lent business experience!!
Openings available for individuNEEDED: Non-smoking male or
als or student organizations to
female to sha re two bedroom apt. with
promote the country's most
sucessful Spring Break Tours. male. $195 month includes water &
heat. Located 4 blocks from campus
Call Inter-Campus Programs
Call Shawn - 452-1532
1-800-327-6013.
SECRET LOANS! We lend
PERSONALS
money by mail-$300 to $5000
in absolute privacy. Borrow for NIFFER.
any good reason. Noco-signers. I waited for you...
No mortgages. Write for
Just for you... .
details and application-no
Before I gave my heart away.
obligation. Financial Services, Happy Anniversary!
Dept. L, Box 237, Verbena,
Love Always,
Alabama 36091-0237. Enclose
-SHNOBES
envelpoe!
ADVERTISE IN 11-1E
IRMAWINONAN
The TWINS will WIN!! See
STUDENTS .25 PER LINE
LOCAL .50 PER LINE

you at game 4!
BM

TRIP COUPON

$1 .25

EXPIRES • 11/30/91

To all members of the
Skippy and Dwan,
spoogehold:
This weekend was great! Long To many cooks spoil the spooge
live ROCKY!! We HAVE to do
Jonbob
it again soon!! Padiddle!
Jen

MIS,ELLANEOUS
Attention Women: How to
find, win and keep the love of
your life in 30 days or less! For
FREE information send a self
addressed stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 2975
LaCrosse WI 54602
A. Let's do Franco American
some night. Afterwards we can
go a few rounds with Fred to
relieve some stress. EH? D

So David, What has wrong
done today?
Mr. Chemical

RAISE 900...$1000...$1500

FOOL,

PROOF
IF LP INI

RAISI\G

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

ABSOLUTELY NO INVESTMENT MUM!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

Paris
$349*
Amster • am
London
San Jose, C.R.
Tokyo

$315*
$289*
$284*
$375*

'Fares are each way from Minneapolis based
on a roundtrip purchase. Taxes not included
and restrictions app!

Council Travel
1501 University Avenue S.E. 3rd Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

612-379-2323
1-800-825-3287
Call for a FREE student
travel catalog!

Midt own
pads
.
F

SAVE HERE EVERY WEEK

Two Convenient Locations

"WInona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East 5th Street and In the Winona Mall

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Dayi A Week
"WE'RE YOun
CENTER FC•"

Downtown and Winona Mall

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1991
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SMUCKER'S

GRAPE
JELLY

8 PACK BOTTLES

$U CKeR ..i
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• RD GRAPE-

PLUS 1
DEPOSIT

9(11,
FREE AUNT NELLIES
SLOPPY JOE MIX

Aotrkt

Wr"
M" Midtown Foods

SLOPPY
JOE MIX
15.5 OZ. CAN

9'

BUY ONE, GET
ONE FREE WITH
COUPON AT LEFT

Expires 10-29-91
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Ole

•
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KRAFT

MICROWAVE
ENTREES
ASST. FLAVORS

Buy One Kraft Microwave Entree, I
10 oz., get One FREE!
AI■1I■1Ik

I

With
This
,)-1,4-1+1Coupon •

atD
Cl D

Midtown Foods I
e Expires 10-29-91 j

-

HAVE
You TRIED
THE AREA'S
FINEST
CAR
WASH?

99'

Patatt
1.0141104t;10..

MINI

FREE KRAFT 1002
MICROWAVE ENTREE

AR

POTATO CHIP S

AUNT NELLIE'S

With I
This
Coupon

29

- OLD DUTCH

Buy One Aunt Nellies Sloppy Joe I
Mix, 15.5 oz, Get One FREE!

g =
- 4

$ 1 99 j.r .

UY ONE•GET ONE FRt 0m

JULY

lt"

BUY ONE, GET
ONE FREE WITH
COUPON AT LEFT

$

LOUIS RICH
SLICED OR SHAVED

TURKEY
BREAST

1 99100z.

I V,I 0ALASKAN

POLLOCK
FILLETS
$11

99

LB

4

CAR
WASH

410 RONALD AVE.

TOUCH FREE AUTOMATIC
• 7 SELF SERVICE BAYS
• HIGH POWER VACUUMS
• HOT FOAM AUTO INTERIOR SHAMPOO & VAC
• SPOT FREE RINSE

"Protection from the
elements and environment
for your car"

